
GERMAN LONGHAIRED POINTER 
No entries 
 
GERMAN SHORTHAIRED POINTER 
As a dual purpose working dog I expect dogs to be ‘fit for purpose’ but this was not evident in 
several of the exhibits.  There were not as many short muzzles as when I previously judged but 
eye colour seems to be more of a problem.  I appreciate that eyes will darken with age but in 
some the light eye was not very attractive.  Dentition was good as was temperament.  Dogs were 
of superior quality today than the bitches. 
 
 
P  (2  0) 
 
1st & BP   Coe’s Goosepoint Waddington at Abbanash (AI)    9 month old l/w dog.  Head  
                maturing nicely.  Eyes a little light but will darken with age. Good reach of neck into  
                well-placed shoulders with a fairly harsh coat.  Moved well.  2nd Fillingham’s  
                Stubblemere Storm Petrel 11 month old solid black bitch at her and her handler’s first  
                show. Beautiful head and dark eye presented in hard condition. Coat on the soft 
side.                                              
                Preferred topline and shoulder placement of 1st dog. 
SY (5  0) 
 
1st & BOB   Braine’s Grenetrest Canterbury Bell JW  18 month old solid liver dog. My least  
               favourite colour combination!  Nice head and eyes still to darken.  Would prefer a little 
               more length to muzzle but overall a good example of the breed.  Good lay of shoulder,  
               topline and coat, presented in hard condition and well handled.  Pleased to see him 
               make cut for BIS  2nd Goff & Dales Seasham Live Wire at Shoshoni 15 month old l/w  
               dog maturing nicely.  Preferred his head to the winner but lost out on topline and  
               movement.  Excellent coat.  Not much to choose between 2nd and 3rd but 2nd won over  
               on movement. 
 
O   (6  3) 
 
1st          Braine’s Grenetrest Canterbury Bell JW  2nd Cook & Lamb’s Brooke will do it through  
              Milcook 2 ½ year old l/w dog well up to size.  Eyes cold be darker and would prefer  
              a shorter back.  Good shoulder placement but much preferred the compactness of 1. 
 
GERMAN WIREHAIRED POINTER 
 
O  (1  1) 
 
Janice Russell de Clifford 
 


